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For as long as can be remembered, mankind has attempted 

to predict the future. Many an accomplished author has 

tackled the challenge of imaging the future. Greats like 

Orwell, Wells, Huxley, Bellamy and Bradbury shared their 

thoughts on what the future may hold – some bolder than 

others, some with more accuracy than others.

Many such predictions were focused on the ways we access 

money, do business and protect our financial well-being.  

For instance, in his 1888 novel, Looking Backwards, Edward 

Bellamy predicted the use of credit cards, more than 60 

years before their invention. In 1953, Ray Bradbury’s 

Fahrenheit 451 predicted the invention of an automated 

banking machine, eerily like today’s ATM. 

Countless others have made bold predictions regarding 

the future of the financial services industry. Using what we 

know about today’s consumer, changing expectations, and 

advancements in technology, let’s take a page out of their 

book and make some predictions about the future of the 

financial services industry.

Personalization, Personalization, Personalization
The expectation that a business should maintain detailed information regarding its customers is nothing new. For years, 

consumers have expected businesses to quickly be able to locate their account information, history with the company, 

standard demographic data and more.

Maintaining comprehensive customer data benefits organizations as much as it benefits consumers – the more information 

a financial service provider maintains, the better they may understand consumer needs and be able to adapt services to 

fill needs. Customer data also allows organizations to identify cross-sell opportunities. As digital records management and 

customer relationship management solutions increase in power, scalability and popularity, financial service providers should 

seize the opportunities presented by effective knowledge gathering and maintenance.

Of course, consumers expect financial service providers to do more than maintain a knowledge base – many expect that 

knowledge to be used to personalize interactions directly to their own unique needs and personality. Using customer 

knowledge, financial institutions can create deeply personalized interactions.
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Example 1: Bank Online Access Portal 

Interested in opening a new credit card account, Amy logs 

into her bank’s online access portal. After navigating through 

just a few options, Amy is presented with credit cards that 

meet her needs and goals. These options are based on the 

bank’s knowledge of her employment status, income, credit 

rating, geographic location and existing credit card accounts. 

Using this information, the bank is able to filter through 

multiple options and provide Amy with the best products 

for her unique situation. After comparing her options and 

making a selection, Amy is able to apply for a credit card 

account with minimal effort as the bank’s knowledge system 

inputs the required data on her behalf. In just a few minutes 

and with just a few clicks of the mouse, Amy can compare 

cards and complete the application.

Example 2: Multi-lingual Support

For many people, discussing complex financial issues is 

best done in their native language. Unfortunately, finding a 

financial provider that offers multi-lingual support, and does 

so without added difficulty, can be challenging. Leveraging 

customer data, technology and translator services, financial 

service organizations can provide direct native language 

access to customers. Based on the customer’s phone 

number, IP address or other identifying data, the customer 

can be directly connected to a staff member or third-party 

translation service without the need to navigate a multi-

option menu or wait on hold.

Example 3: Thumbprint Recognition Technology 

Greg visits an ATM to withdraw cash from his account. His 

bank utilizes thumbprint recognition technology to provide 

a personalized banking experience. After authenticating his 

identity via thumbprint, Greg is offered a menu of options 

based on his most recent and most frequent ATM activity. 

By personalizing his options to his actual usage, the bank 

offers Greg a streamlined ATM interaction and eliminates any 

frustration Greg may experience by being forced to navigate 

unnecessary menu options.

The Impact of Personalization
The use of customer data to create deeply personalized 

transactions offers many potential benefits to financial 

services organizations and their patrons, including:

Streamlined Interactions: Personalizing an interaction to 

a customer’s specific needs and expectations eliminates the 

need for the customer to traverse unnecessary menu options 

and reduces the amount of time the customer spends getting 

resolutions. The faster information can be found or business 

can be transacted, the more satisfied the customer becomes.

Improved Information Access: Customers in search of 

answers to questions or specific data want that information 

customized to their specific needs, rather than generalized to 

potential situations. A FAQs section of a website offers a wealth 

of general information, but that information may become 

inaccurate or incomplete when applied to a customer’s unique 

concerns. Personalizing data sources, such as the FAQ section, 

directly to the customer helps to eliminate frustration and 

confusion, and speeds the customer to the answers they seek.

 Cross-Selling Opportunities: Offering customers products 

they may be interested in, or that fit their specific lifestyle 

needs, is a viable strategy for securing additional sales. 

Personalizing product offerings to customers encountering 

key lifestyle changes, such as a marriage, retirement or career 

change, may result in a deeper and more valuable relationship 

for both parties.

 

The effective use of customer data to personalize 

interactions is imperative to the future of any financial 

service provider. Without personalization options, customers 

are likely to feel undervalued and become increasingly 

frustrated with the need to continually explain their needs 

and situation to agents.
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Social Media Utilization
Social media platforms offer a wealth of user data and interaction ripe for 

utilization by financial service providers. As social media use proliferates across the 

globe, and solutions for utilizing the available platforms emerge, financial service 

providers must seize the opportunities. The future of social data utilization is 

bright, especially in the financial services realm.

Example 1: Group Transaction Support 

Justin and his buddies take a golf trip every year. He creates a private group on his 

favorite social media platform to allow attendees to communicate and share their 

thoughts on the coming trip’s destination and schedule. His bank works with the 

social media platform to support financial transactions, making it easy for Justin 

to collect each attendee’s funds and send them securely to the hotel, golf courses 

and rental car companies, all within the platform’s framework. This takes the 

complexity out of collecting funds individually and tracking their distribution.

Example 2: Personalized Bank Assistance 

Samantha notices a strange charge on her credit card account. Her bank regularly 

monitors its social media accounts to identify opportunities to engage customers 

who are unsatisfied or looking to find information regarding a product or service. 

After sending a general message regarding the transaction to the bank’s social media 

account, Samantha is contacted directly by an agent. The agent offers Samantha 

the assistance she needs, without Samantha having to invest time or effort into 

contacting the bank via traditional channels. The interaction seamlessly fits into 

Samantha’s day, allowing her to focus on her regularly scheduled activities.

 

Example 3: Special Loan Options 

John loves motorcycles, and has long wanted to purchase one of his own. He 

regularly posts motorcycle pictures and updates to his social media stream. His 

bank leverages this data to send personalized motorcycle loan options and special 

rates directly to John’s inbox. Surprised at the potential affordability of a bike, John 

initiates the loan application process and finds that the bank has already included 

much of his personal information, making it easy to complete and submit his request. 

In just a few minutes, John is approved for a loan and sets off in search of his dream 

bike, all without interacting with an agent.

 A Wealth of Data: Social media 

users share a great deal of personal 

and demographic data daily. When 

users authorize the collection and 

distribution of this data, its use 

can dramatically shape the way 

financial services providers market 

and communicate to customers and 

prospects. Such a deeply personal and 

regular stream of data is unparalleled.

Additional Interaction Channels: Social 

media platforms present a wide range 

of interaction opportunities, both 

real-time and not. These interaction 

channels present added opportunities 

for communication between customers 

and their financial service providers, 

and vice versa.

Longer Relationships: As the newest 

generation of youth advances 

throughout their formative years, social 

media is likely to play a large role in 

their personal lives, education and 

career. The more financial services 

providers can penetrate social media 

platforms, the more comfortable 

users will become with the idea of 

conducting business via the channel. 

And, since social media platforms 

seem to be here to stay, the length 

of relationships with users should be 

considerable.

As social media platforms evolve, so 

too do their potential impact on the 

financial services realm. Maintaining 

a detailed knowledge of current and 

emerging platforms, and their potential 

uses, will prove beneficial to financial 

providers for years to come. 

The Impact of Social Media Utilization
The use of social media platforms offers many potential benefits to financial 

services organizations and their customers, including:
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Use Changing Expectations to Improve  
Your Organization
To remain competitive, businesses must evolve with the changing needs of their 

customers and prospects. Financial service institutions are no exception to this 

rule. Your financial institution can turn changing consumer expectations into a 

driving force by:

 Embracing the Opportunity: While changes in consumer expectations may seem 

to be a challenge, they also can act as a driver for innovation and improvement. By 

seizing the opportunity to improve your customer experience and technologies, 

you can turn disruption into an advantage.

Mapping Your Customer Journey: A thorough understanding of your customers’ 

journey is key to the effective planning and implementation of CX strategies and 

technologies. A journey mapping exercise may also offer insight into customer 

touchpoints that may be improved through innovative use of technology or 

processes. Pay careful attention to touchpoints that currently present issues for 

customers. By carefully mapping every interaction your customers may have with 

your business, you may be able to draft a plan for preemptive adaptation to your 

customers’ evolving needs and expectations.

Creating a Phased Approach: The costs and disruption associated with technology 

and process implementations make it difficult to adapt to changing expectations. 

A phased approach, however, will allow your organization to take steps to meet 

consumer expectations and avoid the disruption and expense of sweeping 

changes. Identify areas of improvement and prioritize each project. Create 

a detailed plan, socialize it throughout your organization and commit to its 

execution.

 Exploring Available Technologies: Just as customer expectations have continued 

to evolve, so too have the technologies designed to meet them. Maintain a current 

awareness of available technologies and compare viable solutions.

Commit to Ongoing Evolution: To remain competitive, your organization must make 

a commitment to ongoing evolution in all aspects of customer experience delivery. 

This includes exploring new ways to service customers, offering new and improved 

communications channels, utilizing existing channels in innovative ways and more.

Taking small but effective steps on a regular basis helps to ensure that your 

financial services organization keeps pace with the expectations and demands of 

your customers and prospects.

I never think of the future – it 
comes soon enough.
Albert Einstein
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About Avtex
Avtex is a full-service Customer Experience (CX) consulting and solution provider focused on helping organizations create 

better experiences for their customers. With an unparalleled breadth of knowledge and experience, and partnerships with 

leading technology vendors like Microsoft and Genesys, we are uniquely suited to address any CX challenge.

 

Our portfolio of solutions and services supports our unique approach to Customer Experience, which includes two key phases, 

CX Transformation and CX Orchestration.

• Our CX Transformation solutions and services aid in the process of defining and improving CX. From Journey Mapping to 

CX Design Thinking, we provide the support you need to set the foundation for CX success. 

• Our CX Orchestration, solutions and services enable the realization of your CX strategy through people, processes and 

technology. From technology implementation to training, we ensure you have the capabilities to execute your CX strategy.


